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INFORMATION GAP
It iJ all very well to protest in your leader for
July that data banks and computers are
reaDy hannless, cuddly morons which, in the
absence of humans, would be as naught, but
that is exactly the problem. It is the fallibility
of controllers, not that of machines, that
causes the moderately-Imaginative citizen to
view the computerstate with misgiving.

The world Is, for most people not In a
position to infonn orcontrol, divided Into the
twO archetypal groups - them and us. Be
tore the computer was employed on a large
1C&1e. newspapers were decidedly ~em': a
ltatement appearing In a newspaper article
had an aura of truth about It, however
wrong-headed the responsible Journalist.
Now, many people are considerably more
aware, perhaps because of television, that
words In print carry no more weight than
spoken ones.

Computer systems have taken over the
mantle of Infallibility. A system, howevert

Includes the prOlrammer and can be ex
tended to Include the person who uses the
processed Information in his work as a poUce
data collator orbank omclal. Such a person 11
not normally technically-inclined and may
wen be disposed to accept the Infonnation
provided as Impeccable, even though it may
not be - computers, being programmed and
operated by humans and being nothing but
machines anyway. can produce spurious
output. When one is refused a bank loan.
therefore, or asked to 'help the police in their
enquiries'. It could be that the spurious
output has prompted the refusal or request.
Any query of the vaUdlty of the information
Is barely possible, since Its existence will not
be referred to. Credit will simply be refused
and the police will offer no explanation.
Eventual1y, it is possible that misunderstan
ding and computer hiccup would be sorted
out by concerned Officials, but what if they
are not concerned and caring?

No, it Is not the machines that cause the
nightmares - it Is the fact that a petty
official win believe the word of a computer
in preference to that of a person every time,
and some of the time the person won·t know
the computer is involved.
W.Dampier
Wallfngton
SUfTe)'

PERSONAL RADIO
SERVICES
Thesystem described by Howard Ti1lotson In
your August Issue (Citizens' band com
munication system, pp.61-62) is magnificent
but It is not c.b. Research in countries where
c.b. is legal shows that a large part of the
attraction 0' c.b. for the consumer Is the
fadUty which It offers to talk to nearby c.b.
users even if the)' are not lenown to the
operator. Mr Tlllotson'lsylltem depends on
the operator knowing which station he
wishes to contact and also the "address
code" of that station.

Such a system would be easy to Implement
With modem digital techniques but I do not
think It would be very popular If it was the
only system available. If It were one option
lmonl many, however, 1think that it would
be very attractive and could lead to an
increase In c.b. use and in the services avail
able to c.b. users.

When the Citizens' Band Association or
Iginally proposed the Idea of automatic iden
tificatlon for British c.b. equipment It was for

the sole purpose of enabling the authorities
to monitor the system and detect and identify
people who misused It. Since then we have
realised that auto-ident offers all sorts of
other pOlslbUltleslncluding selective cal1inl
(In this case the receiver must also recognise
Its own Identity but this Is a trivial problem
once the necessary digital circuitry Is Instal
led in the art), linklnl the c.b. user to the Post
Offtce telephone network (since auto-Ident
provides a means by which the User may be
billed for the service), and now MrTillotson's
proposals for digital message transmission
and storage (which includes a low cost
paging facility).

When the Government legalises c.b. it
should ensure that the frequency allocated
can be expanded in the future to allow for
such growths of personal radio services. By
1990 we could have a personal radio service
In Britain which offered some or all of the
foUowing options:
J. Simple c.b. where a voice transmission Is
heard by any other user within range and
listening on the same channel.
2. Selective call c.b. where the receiver is set
to unsequelch only on receipt of signals
directed to Its own unique ·'address'. Other
users could still. of course. Usten to such
traffic so this option offers no increase in
privacy, merely freedom from unwanted
signals.

3. "Carfax c.b." where mobile equlpments
were also capable of receiving v.h.f.
~arfax"-typesllnals on a channel adjacent
to the c.b. channels. Althoulh "Carfax" fs at
preeent envlsaled as an mJ. service there
mf,ht be advantages to a v.h.f. aystem If
Britain also had v.hJ. c.b.. not least of which
ia the possibility of police cars carrylnl
ahort-range ·'Cartax" transmitters with tape
loop messagea for deployment near major
acddents or diversions.
4. Access to the Post Offtce telephone net
work from c.b. transceivers. The auto-ident
would allow billing forthe service butquality
would not be hilh and there would be no
privacy. However the Post Office part of the
system could be cheap and deployed every
few miles in towns or alonl major roads so
that large numbers of people could use the
service.
5. Nationwide di,ltal messale handling and
paging uslnl a system similar to Mr Tillot
son·s. For short range. user-user contacts
would suffICe but over longer ranges the Post
Office would again be involved. In the latter
case costs would be higher since the system
would need to know where any user was at
any time so a central computer "log" of
locations would be necessary - updated
whenever the user made a transmission on
any channel In the system.

Such a system approaches the notorious
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"Flash Gordon wrist radio" system In Bcience
fiction content but Is in fact practicable with
present day technology. The infrastructure
would probably cost under £350 minion and
the sets could be made for as Uttle as £200 at
present day prices. Such facilities would be in
advance of anything planned anywhere else
in the world and could provide Britain with a
huge export market as other countries plan
ned similar IYstem••
Jame. M. Bryant
Pre.ident. Citizens' Band Association
Cheltenham
GIoa

WHAT IS
AN ELECTRON?
Dazzled as 1 always am by the subtlety,
sophistfcation and sanctity of many modem
physics texts and articles. I often feel It bnatal
and brutfsh to enquire whether this Is really
sclence they are talk1nl about; or is it, rather.
a badly confused mixture of science with
plenty of hlerophantic divinity t whence an
aura of metaphyslcal mystique cloaks and
obscures the real facts and phenomena of
nature, and, If so, why Is this confused
nonsense still insistently presented as
genuine science? I fear that Professor R. C.
Jennison (June, 1979, issue) is one of those
amusingly Ingenious experimentalists who.
baving been duped by Planck, Einstein, Dirac
and their mystic school of "transcendental
symbolism" Into believing that their sacred
theories are valid descriptions of nature,
have added Insult to injury by ridiculously
proceeding to "prove" these folUes by ex
periment!

Jennison writes about electrons, positrons,
phot.ons. etc, bumping into each other as if
they were cars bumping Into each other.
Attempts, however. to extrapolate concep
tions from our common pool of human ex
perience to the realm of the microcosm to
which we sadly have no direct sensual, and
inadequate instrumental. access are totally
unjustified and, unhappily. lead to meaning
less theories and nonsensical corollaries.
Such dubious theories should not be
accepted, let alone be proposed. however
attractive and temporarily successful they
may leeml"ll)' be. I am afraid thatJennlson's
peculiar "phase-locked cavity" model of the
electron Is the most recent example of this
weak..minded extrapolation.

Certain phenomena are "explalned" in
terms of radiation being waves: yet other
phenomena are "explained" If radiation Is
assumed to be photons. To conclude that
radiation can be both waves and/or particles
is incredibly unwise. and the fact that this
conclusion Is regularly reached by persons
occupying the highest positions simply
shows the desperate plight of modern
physics. A billiards baD's, by definition, a
particle; ripples on the surface of a pond are,
by definition. waws. What is an electron?
What is light? J am afraid that responsible
science cannot, with present-day means,
provide any answer nor can Professor Jennl
IOn, however much research he does, and
however many Irksome pages he may wish to
use.

It was. of course, to be expected that the
naive attempt to apply the ''transcendental
symbolism" to physical reality and. on the
other hand, to effect the Improper extrapola
tion which I mentioned earlier would ines
capably involve great difficulties; it would
also produce embarrassing contradictions;
and it would unhappily conclude impossible
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coroUaries. The genuine contrudictions had
to be concealed, somehow, and were, there
fore, masqueraded as paradoxes - apparent
contradictions, the existence ofwhich almost
everybody admits but few have claimed to
have resolved. Further, sevl'rul patently
impossible conclusions (e.g. time·dilation)
were, ams7Jngly, believed to be true. But in
order to believe impossible things. one has to
nve, along with Lewis CarroU's celebrated
Alice in Wonderland ••• l"ikl"wlso. the philo
sophical proposition of "equivnlent d(~scrip

tions" (e.g. wave/particle), notwithstanding
the crazy incompatibility of the various
descriptions and a convenient way of de
luding themselves: it servus no useful pur
pose, apart from deceiving and mystifying
the lay public.

Jennison's doubtful derivation Df F-ma
and [-me! from his peculiar hypotheses is
neither compelling nor impressive. The fact
that the careless use of mathematics and/or
of funny thought-experiments in ivory
towers cannot prove anything, apparently
escapes him. Nevertheless, In Jennlson's
sense, and with his poor, unscientific
methods, one can ··prove" anything, of
course. It is not surprising that even
meaningless theories (e.g. rclativity) and
impossible corollaries are regularly "proved"
in this way.

Jennison al~o writes about inertia, charge,
magnetic moment, etc, of electrons as if they
were real, measurable things. Contrary to
popular belief, this L~, of course. wrong and all
iU-concelved and impatient attempts to find
superficial "explnnalions" of these concepts
usually prove unproductive. if not mi.cileading
and wasteful. It is not, in any case. the
business of science to muke such presump
tuous attempts, and those who do, and
there are so many, regrettably make a
travesty·of science.

The errors surrounding the concept of
inertia are typical and they demonstrate the
utter confusion prevalent in theoretical
physics. If Jennison carl'd at all to study
Emst Mach himself (second- or third-hand
accounts are no good for thr.y are almost
always hopelessly mislea.ding) he might have
realised that Much's concern was not c·ex..
plaining" inertia but the search for a satis
factory answer to the pressing question:
"with respect to what ,;hould ont! descdbe
the position and the motion ofa. b()dy?" Mach
suggested ·'the entire universc'" and, as is
well ~uthenticated but little publicised, he
dlsmis:)ed instantly Einst(~in's answers: the
principles of relativity, equivalence and
similar rubbish.2 SC) do all genuine physicists,
or course (for Instance, L. Ess~n, October
1978 and April 1979 Issues). What is ustonish
Ing, however, and, for that matter, particu
larly disturbing is the foolish insistence of
Einstein and his fol1owr.rs thut th('y have
implemented Mach's t(~ltchlngs llnd vindi
cated his ideas ••• With rt'gard to inertia
Mach wrote:

As soon thert'Core as Wt'. our utl(!nticm belnlC
drawn to thtt ract by C')Cpt'rit'nce. huvc.' pt'r·
Ctivtd In bodies the (·xistc.'nc~ or a special
proJ)(1rty [in~iu Jdett'l'millutivet of ucc(-Icr,,·
lions. our tusk with rc.tgaard to it ~ndA with! he
recognition and unt~quivocul designation of
this fact. Beyond I.ht~ r('cognitiun of this fuct
we shall not g(·t, nnd (tvt.-ry Vt~ntu ....~ beyond it
will only lx, prcK!u(tiv(' of ob~urity.3

Einstein Ilnd his discipJ('s did not heed
Mach's words. 50 the ob"curit.y and
confusion which ft'sult('(l is simply ltnd truly
abysnlal, and nUly bl~ cvich'nccd in Jcnnison's
article.

It is high time that a revolution should take
place in physics.
Theo Theochari.
Department of Mathematic.
Imperial College
I",ondon, SW7
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The author replie.:
Or Theocharis's sermon Is pure fire and
brimstone and I would not dare to question
his dogmas lest I be smitten with inexplicable
annihilation. I am only flattered that I am
categorised as wriUng slmUar rubbish to
Einstein!

I have, of course, studied the relevant parts
of Mach's original works and I quote a line
from his opening argument: "When we
reflect that we cannot abolish the isolated
bodies ••• It will be found expedient pro
vislonally to regard all motion as determined
by these bodies". As I have stated elsewhere.
one cannot abolish a wealth of parameters in
almost every physical problem but inability
to abolish does not necessarily identify the
criminalThe criminal in this case lurks in the
test particle which Mach assumed to be a
point Having shown that kinematic motion
requires a system of reference, Mach calls
upon this frame of reference, the L~olated

(distant) bodies, for an explanation of the
dynamics. His only argument in support of
this is that there must be a reason for the
dynamical behaviour but, on looking around
the test J)ilrticle for cause, all that can be
observed are the other Isolated bodies
against which the kinematic motion may be
measured. The fallacy IIe.et in the assumption
that the test particle is a point; he therefore
looked around and not inside the test par
ticle. Strictly a point mass cannot exist and
the principle of the phase-locked cavity
recognises the finite dimensions and relativ
istic rigidity of the smallest particles of
matter. It recognises the need for a kinematic
referencc frame but accounts entirely for the
dynamics within the test particle itself when
it is accelerated relative to that frame.
Mach's clearly stated assumption of point
masses caused him to be quite dogmatic in
developing the theme that there could be no
other explanation for the dynamics than that
prOVided by the relative motion of tbe
r~fercnce system of the distant isolated
bodies. Although he Initially stated that he
would usc it as ·'expedient provisionally", he
applied it didactically as a law of natu~e.

In terms of classical dynamics it Is ctear
that Mach's argument is an extension of
Boscovich's hypothesis of separate rigid
bodies rather than d'Alembert's principle of
systems analysis. My own analysis futly
vindicates d'Alembert at the expense of
Boscovich.

Perhaps Dr Theocharls can tell us how to
construct a rigid body and with what he
proposes to replace Einstein's special theory?

I um accused of being "duped by Planck,
FJnstein und Dirac," to whom I admit I
Willingly kneel, but I regret that I cannot
cope with the thcological theories of Theo
Theocharls.
R. C. Jcnnison
"·urther '('lfeTS on this 1'ubject will bu pllbli.'1hed
late't.
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C-D IGNITION FOR
MOTORCYCLES
Having read with interest J. If. J, Dawson'.
letter In the August Issue on the subject of
modifying the R. M. Marlton capacitor dis
charge ignition unit for motorcycles I think
you may be Interested In my own practical
observations. I have done a similar modifica
tion to a commercial (Sparkrlte) unit and
originally found the same sort of false trig
gering to which Mr Oawson refers. It Is
perhaps hardly surprising that this 'crosstalk'
occurs, bearing In mind the enormous dif
ference between the input trigger voltage of
the unit and the voltage appearing across the
secondary of the ignition coils - some 70 dBI
In my case, the effect could be eliminated
entirely by keeping the contact-breaker
connections apart, preferably 8creened, and
by keeping them well away from the h.t.
leads.

Mr Dawson makes the point that these
precautions, Including his own circuit to
inhibit false triggering. should only be
necessary on 900 Vtwin motorcycles or three
cylinder machines. In fact 1 can assure him
that It's also necessary on many of the larger
parallel twins or four-cylinder engines.
Whilst the effect on his 9~ V twin is perhapI
one of the worst cases, a redundant spark is
extremely detrimental to the performance of
a 1~0'" parallel twin or four-cylinder engine.
In these cases an unwanted spark can occur
at the end of an intake stroke when the Inlet
valve is just closing. Obviously, the mixture
Is not undercompression, but the effects seen
In practice suggest that some combultion
occurs. If the c-d units are experlmentaBy
linked together (i.e. 100-. crosstalk), the
engine still rons, but 8t reduced power. As
most two- and four-cylinder motorcycle.
employ the I~O" system. there I. Indeed no
need for most motorcyclists to employ ..
circuit as sophisticated as Mr Dawson'.
merely to guard against the one-in-a-milllon
chance of a false spark - it would pa••
unnoticed. There is, however. every need to
guard against substantial crol8talk.

Finally, rather than tackle the· problem
electronically, It might be an even better
approach to use an optical system and to
convey the pulses from the camshaft to the
c-d unit by means of twin optical fibres. In
this way there would be no sensitive clrcuftl
around to pick up the stray pulses.
John S. Wilson
Amerrham
Buc~1

DISPlACEM ENT
CURRENT IN A VACUUM
Whilst one may agree with the excellent
Joglcal argument via Maxwen's equations, In
Professor D. A. Bell's interesting article "No
radio without displacement current" in your
August Issue, I still find myself needing a
furthcr empirical justification of the dis
placement current, i.e. what Is displaced In •
vacuum?

Now a Dr James Oodd has recently writ
ten,ln New ScientUit, 1st March. 1979, In 8ft
article entitled "Colouring in the quark
theory", that "Only naively does the vacuum
live up to Its name. In relativistic quantum
theory It LllJ a sea of virtual electron-positron
pairs •••" If Or Oodd Is right, could It not be
that this could constitute an ether cl1pable of


